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This paper is a continuation of [ 11. Its purpose is to prove some of the 
conjectures stated in [l] and to study the properties of the canonical decom- 
position introduced in [ 11. The latter gives interesting applications to 
invariant theory. In footnotes 2 and 3, I make some corrections to [ 11. 
Let me briefly describe the main results of the paper. The main result of 
[l] states that, given a graph S of rank n with an orientation Q, the set of 
dimensions of its indecomposable representations over an algebraically 
closed field coincides with the root system d+(S) c Z”, associated to S (see 
Secton 1 for basic definitions), and, in particular, is independent of 8. Recall 
that in order to prove this we first consider the problem over a finite field IF,, 
and show (using some results on invariant theory, reflections functors, a 
duality lemma by Brauer, Lang’s vanishing lemma and Grothendieck’s 
results on Weil’s conjectures) that the number of equivalence classes of 
absolutely indecomposable representations of dimension a E Z” over IF,, of 
the oriented graph (S, 0) is independent of Q and is given by the formula 
nzP(S;qt)=raqfi,t +A; + a*’ +A:-v: - ..* -vi, (9 
if a E A+(S), and is 0 otherwise. Here Li and vi are some complex numbers, 
independent of t and such that 1 Q I&], ( vi\ < qrp, and ,u, and ra are some 
integers satisfying 
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where (a, a) is the bilinear form on Z” associated to S (see [ 1, Theorem 1’) 
Sect. 31). Then a standard field extension and reduction mod p argument 
gives the result over an algebraically closed field. 
The first main result of the present paper is Theorem C which says that 
and ra = 1 (for a E d+(S)). 
The proof (as in [ 11) is based on the bijection between the set of 
isomorphism classes of representations of dimension a = (k, ,..., k,) over a 
field IF and the orbits of the group G” = I-Ii GLk/{(JZk,,..., JZ,J, I E F*} in 
the space !IKa(S, a) = @i+j HomlF(Fki, Fkj) (the summation over all arrows 
of (S, a)), so that absolutely indecomposable representations correspond to 
orbits with a unipotent stabilizer. We employ Burnside’s theorem for 
counting the number of orbits of the finite group GU(IFq,) on the finite set X, 
consisting of points of W”(S, Q) over IF,, with a unipotent stabilizer. Then 
an easy estimate gives the result. Theorem C appears as conjecture 2 in [ 11. 
Recently, jointly with R. Stanley, we have found (employing Burnside’s 
theorem) an explicit formula for m”(S; q). Though cumbersome, this formula 
together with the formula (!) solves conjecture 3 of [I], 
m”(S, q) = q’u + a, q’u-’ + *. * + upa for a E A+(S), 
where ai are integers, independent of q. It seems that, moreover, a, > 0, and 
all of them have geometrical meaning. For a,- there is a precise conjecture 1 
in [ 11, which still remains unsolved. 
An important corollary of Theorem C is Proposition 1 which says that a 
representation of the oriented graph (S, a) is stably indecomposable (i.e., all 
its “small” perturbations remain indecomposable) if and only if its 
endomorphism ring is F (which is assumed to be algebraically closed). 
Following Roiter, we call these Schur representations; the corresponding 
dimensions are called Schur roots. 
Now, the description of dimensions of indecomposable representations 
represents only the first step in the classification of all representations. 
However, the latter problem seems to be hopeless in general. According to 
general principles of invariant theory, it is natural to try to solve a simpler 
problem: classifying the “generic” representations of a given dimension a. It 
is easy to see that the dimensions pi,,.., /I, of the indecomposable summands 
of a “generic” representation U of dimension a are independent of U. This 
gives us the canonical decomposition [ 1 ] 
a =/I1 + .** +P,. 
It is also clear by Proposition 1 that pi’s are Schur roots. We emphasize that 
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(in contrast with previous results) the canonical decomposition does depend 
on the orientation R. 
As soon as we know the canonical decomposition of a, it is easy to 
describe the endomorphism ring of a “generic” representation 
(Proposition 4). In particular, we obtain that the minimal codimension of an 
orbit of G” in ‘9JIma(S, 0) is equal to Ci (1 - @li, pi)). This, in particular, 
gives the classification of linear algebraic groups, among those for which the 
restriction to any irreducible component is of the form GL, @ GL,*, which 
admit a dense orbit (cf, [ 1, Sect. 2.81, where such groups with a finite 
number of orbits are classified). We obtain also a criterion of stability, the 
description of the semi-invariants and rational invariants of the action of G” 
on YJIa(S, Q) in terms of those for the Schur roots /?i)s, etc. 
So, it is important to find an alternative, purely “combinatorial,” 
description of the set oi’ the Schur roots and of the canonical decomposition. 
Unfortunately, so far I can do it only conjecturally (see Section 5) in 
terms of the non-symmetric matrix R = (rij) introduced by Ringel [2]: 
rii = 1, lij = -(number of arrows from i to j ) for i # j 
(which depends on the orientation Q). 
In Sections 5 and 6, I provide some evidence for these conjectures. First, 
for a finite type graph (S, Q) they are essentially known from a paper by 
Ovsienko and Roiter [3], which, in fact, inspired my general conjectures. 
Second, for a tame graph the conjectures are also easily verified. Here the so 
called defect R(6, a) (see Section 6b) plays an important role (cf. [4-6, 
12,...). Third, one can check the conjectures for rank 2 graphs. This is easily 
deduced from [ 1, Theorem 41, and [7], where the set of Schur roots for rank 
2 graphs is found. Some more evidence for the conjectures is collected in 
Propositions 2, 3, 6, and 7. 
Here we recall, for the convenience of the reader, basic definitions and 
results. 
(a) Infinite Root Systems 
Let r be a free abelian group with a fixed system of free generators Ii’= 
{a 1 ,*--, a,}; set 
r+ = 
I 
a = C kiai E r ki > 0, s ki > 0 , 
i I 
Let A = (a,) be a Cartun matrix, i.e., (i) aii = 2, (ii) aij < 0 and E z for 
481/78/l-10 
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i # j, and (iii) alj = 0 implies u,~ = 0. The Dynkin diagram of A is a graph 
S(A) consisting of n vertices p, ,..., pn, the vertices pi and pj being joined by 
k, = min(] aij], ] aji]) edges. ’ 
The support of a = Ci kiai E I- is the subdiagram of the diagram S(A), 
consisting of those vertices pi for which ki # 0, and all the edges joining 
these vertices. 
Introduce linear functions di on r by di(aj) = aii. 
The positive root system A+(A) associated to the Cartan matrix A is a 
subset in I-‘+, defined by the following properties: 
(RI) ai E A+(A); 2ai 6Z A+(A), i = l,..., n. 
(R2) If aEA+(A), a#ai, then a+ka,EA+(A) for kEZ, if and 
only if -p < k < q, where p and q are some non-negative integers, 
(depending on a and i) satisfying p - q = di(u). 
(R3) Any a E A+ (A) has a connected support.’ 
The group W(A) c Aut r, generated by reflections ri, i = l,..., n, defined 
by ri(a)=a - Ott a a,, is called the Weyr group. Further on, we shall usually ) . 
write A+ , W, etc., instead of A+(A), W(A), etc. 
Set M = {a E r+ I $i(a) < 0, i = l,..., n, and a has a connected support }; 
this is called the fundamental set. We set 
AT= U (w(zz)nr+) and AT= u w(M). 
WEW WEW 
Then [ 1, Proposition 1.11, A+ is a disjoint union of the sets AT and A’,” 
called real and imaginary roots, respectively. (Indeed, if a E A+, then either 
a E Ay or else the element of minimal height in W . a lies in M, on the other 
hand, M c A+ by Lemma 1.6 from [ 1 I.) 
A root a = xi kiai is called a nil-root if #i(a) = 0 whenever ki = 0. The 
support of a nil-root a is a diagram from Table Z in [ 1 ] (see, e.g., 
Lemma 1.3 in [ 1 I). For such a graph, A4 = {S, 26,...} and contains all nil- 
roots, where 6 is the unique non-divisible imaginary root (described by 
Tabe Z in [l]). 
In the case of a symmetric Cartan matrix A (only these will appear in 
what follows), define a symmetric bilinear form on r by (ai, a,) = $zu. 
Recall that the form ( , ) is W-invariant and that a E A+ lies in Ay (or in 
A?) if and only if (a, a) = 1 ((a, a) Q 0, respectively). 
’ In [ 1 ] they are, in addition, equipped with an ordered pair of integers (1~~~1, ]ajJ). 
* The axiom (R3) must be added in [I] to the definition of the root system A+(A) on pages 
58, 63, and 69 and in [9, p. 3131. I am grateful to H. Kraft and M. Kaneda who pointed out 
this to me. 
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(b) Representations of Oriented Graphs 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between symmetric Cartan matrices 
and graphs without edges-loops: given a Cartan matrix A = (aij), one takes n 
vertices p, ,..., p,, and joins pr and p,, i z j, by -ai, edges. 
Fix a connected graph S without edges-loops, and let A be the 
corresponding Cartan matrix. Let S, and S, denote the set of vertices and 
edges of S, respectively. Let D be an orientation of the graph S; for an edge 
1 E S denote by i(l) ad f(l) its initial and final vertices. 
Fix the base field F. A representation of the oriented graph (S, 8) is a 
collection of finite-dimensional vector spaces VP,, pi E S,, and linear maps 
4,: v,,,,+ Vfo 1E SIT everything defined over IF. The element a = 
Ci (dim VP,) ai E r+ is called the dimension of this representation. 
Morphisms and direct sums of representations are defined in an obvious 
way. A representation is called indecomposable (or absolutely indecom- 
posable) if it is not zero and cannot be decomposed into a direct sum of two 
non-zero representations defined over IF (over F, respectively) [8]. 
Fix a = C kiai E r+ . Denote by !W(S, 0) the set of all representations 
of the oriented graph (S, 0) such that VPi = lFki. One has 
Further we shall often write 9JI” instead of !W(S, a). Set G”(F) = 
G&F) x -.a x GL,JF)/C, where C= ((tly ,,..., tlY,), t E IF*}. One has a 
natural action of the group Ga(lF) on the space 2X”, so that two represen- 
tations from W” are isomorphic if and only if they belong to the same 
G”(F)-orbit in ‘W. Recall also that 
dim 9JY(S, Q) - dim G” = 1 - (a, a). (1) 
Denote by !UIt the open sheet of the action of G” in !W, i.e., the union of 
orbits of maximal dimension. 
Let F = IF, be a finite field. Denote by W(S, a; q) the number of 
isomorphism classes of absolutely indecomposable r presentations over ff 9 of 
dimension a E r+ of the oriented graph (S, 0). The following is the central 
result of [ 1 ] (Theorem 1’ in Section 3). 
THEOREM A. (a) m”(S, 0; q) = mll(S; q) is independent of the orien- 
tation R of the graph S; moreover, m”(S; q) = m”‘“‘(S; q) for w E W. 
(b) For a 65 A+ there are no indecomposable representations over F, 
of dimension a. 
(c) For a EAT there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) indecom- 
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posable representation over F, of dimension a; it is absolutely indecomposable 
and is defined over the prime Jield. 
(d) For aEA’+m there exist complex numbers A2 ,..., A,, v, ,..,, v, which 
depend only of the graph S and of a, and integers p, and r, such that 
1 < IAil, (Vi] < qun, ,tt, > 1 - (a, a) > 0, r, > 1 and 
m”(S; q’) = ragPa + ni + . . . + 2: - vi - . . . - v:. (2) 
(e) If a E M and is not a divisible nil-root, then Wr consists of 
absolutely indecomposable representations. 
A standard reduction mod p argument gives the following result [ 1, 
Theorems 2 and 3, Lemma 2.5, Sect. 21: 
THEOREM B. Let F be an algebraically closed field and (S, Q) an 
oriented graph. 
(a) There exists an indecomposable representation over F of dimension 
aEI’+ tfandonly tfaEA,. 
(b) For aEAre there exists a unique up to isomorphism indecom- 
posable representation over F. 
(c) For aEd’” the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
representations over F is infinite and depends on pu, > 1 - (a, a) parameters. 
(d) For a from the fundamental set M all the representations from the 
open sheet IDzt are indecomposable, provided that a is not a divisible nil-root. 
2 
Recall that the integers ,u, and r, in (2) have a simple geometrical 
meaning: ~1, is the maximal dimension of an irreducible component in the set 
of isomorphism classes of indecomposable representations of dimension a 
and r, is the number of such components (see [ 1, p. 711 for precise 
definitions). 
The central result of the present paper is 
THEOREM C. Let (S, Q) be an oriented graph, and a E A+. Then 
pa = 1 - (a, a); ra= 1. (3) 
This has been conjectured in [l, Sect. 3, conjecture 21. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem C, we deduce some corollaries, in 
which we assume the ground field IF to be algebraically closed. 
We say that a representation U E 9X($ Q) is stably indecomposable if 
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there exists an open neighbourhood of U, all the representations from which 
are indecomposable. A representation is called a Schur representation if its 
endomorphism ring is trivial. It is clear that a Schur representation is stably 
indecomposable. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) If W contains a dense set of indecomposable 
representations, then 9.V: consists of Schur representations. 
(b) A stably indecomposable representation in !W is a Schur 
representation. 
Proof: Suppose the contrary to (a). Then, by (1) one has ,u, > 1 - (a, a), 
which contradicts Theorem C. 
We postpone the proof of (b) until the next section. Note that (b) implies 
(a), which will give an alternative proof of (a). 
EXAMPLE 1 (J. Alperin). Consider the graph with one vertex and one 
loop and a relation A2 = 0; let a = 2a,. Then any non-zero representation is 
stably indecomposable but is not a Schur representation. 
From Proposition 1 and Theorem B(d), we deduce immediately 
PROPOSITION 2.3 If a E M and is not a divisible nil-root then all the 
representations from 9.R: are Schur representations. 
Remark 1. If a = k6 is a nil-root then a representation in general 
position from W”(S, 0) decomposes into a direct sum of k representations 
fron W,S (see [5] and also Section 6). 
3 
Proof of Theorem C. Let F = F,,. Set G = Ga(lFq,) and denote by X the 
set of all absolutely indecomposable representations in ‘9JIa(S, a). Then G is 
a finite group operating on a finite set X and, by the Burnside formula, one 
has 
3 This proposition is proven in [l] in the case char F = 0 [ 1, Lemma 2.7a]. One needs to 
make the following correction to the proof (I am grateful to H. Kraft who pointed out this to 
me). Replace the lines 13-25 by “But by Lemma 2.5, gU is a nil-subalgebra in the Lie algebra 
of G”. Hence gU = 0 and by.” Also in line 22 on page 72 should be m; = ki - mi, and in 
line 16 on page 58 one should insert W after “The group.” 
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where Xg denotes the fixed point set of g E G and ] ] denotes the cardinality 
of a set. By Theorem A(a) we can assume that a E M. Also, we can assume 
that a is not a nil-root since in this (tame) case Theorem C is well-known 
(see, e.g., [5]). Hence, by Theorem A(e) and (l), the ratio of ]X]/]G] and 
9 (‘-(aYa))’ tends to 1 as t -+ +co. Note also that ]Xgl = 0 in (4) if g is not a 
unipotent element of G. But G” contains only a finite number of conjugacy 
classes of unipotent elements. Hence, by (4), Theorem C follows from 
LEMMA 1. Provided that a E h4, a is not a nil-root, and u E G is a non- 
trivial unipotent element, one has: 
dim !DI”(S, Q)” - dim G; < 1 - (a, a), (5) 
where GE denotes the centralizer of u in G”. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is based on 
LEMMA 2. Let u and v be unipotent endomorphisms of vector spaces U 
and V of dimensions c and d, respectively. Let c, > c2 > . . . and d, > d, > . . . 
be the corresponding partitions of c and d, and F, > & > . . . and d, > L?, > . . . 
the conjugate partitions. Then4 
dim GL (U), = c min(c, ci) = x Ff , (6) 
iJ , 
dim(U@ V)’ @’ = c min(c,, dj) = c Heidi. (7) 
i,i 1 
Proof The right part of (7) is an easy combinatorial identity. The left 
part of (6) is well-known (see [ 131). The left part of (7) follows from the fact 
that the dimension of the fixed-point set of the tensor product of two 
indecomposable unipotent endomorphisms of sizes c and d equals min(c, d). 
Now we can finish the proof of Lemma 1 (and hence of Theorem C). The 
unipotent element u from (5) is of the form u = (I(, ,..., u,) E GL,, x . . . x 
GLk,mod C. We can assume that all ki > 0. Let dj” > di2’ > ... be the 
partition of k,, corresponding to the unipotent element ui, and dj” > 
($2) > . . . the conjugate partition. Set pi = C$‘a, E r+. Then a := 
E,kp,=P, +& + e-e, and using (6) and (7), inequality (5) can be 
rewritten as (a, a) < xi Q?,, B,) if a E M, and a is not a nil-root, for a non- 
trivial partition a = XI /Ii. This is equivalent o Ci (a - pi, /?,) ( 0 if a E M, 
and a is not a nil-root, for a non-trivial partition a = ,JJ /3,. But one has the 
following identity [ 1, p. 721: 
4 We add zero parts to a partition if necessary. 
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s ai,Jt(ki - jl) = s dj(kj - Jj) k; ’ C aij ki 
i.l j (i 1 
(8) 
Since aij < 0 for i # j and C, aijki < 0, both summands in (8) are non- 
positive, and we obtain that all (a -pi, /3J < 0. Moreover, from the second 
sum in (8) we obtain that a and pi are proportional; we can assume that 
a #pi, Since a is not a nil-root, one of xi aUki is strictly negative. Hence 
the first summand in (8) is strictly negative, and we obtain that 
(a - pi, pi) < 0. The proof is finished. 
Remark 2. It follows from (8) that if 01 E M, and.a is not a nil-root, then 
for any non-trivial decomposition a = /? + y, /I, y E r+ , one has (/I, 7) < 0. 
Remark 3. From the above we get the following curious inequality. Let 
A = (aij) be a symmetric matrix such that aij < 0 for i # j. Let k, ,..., k, be 
non-negative integers and ki = C, di”’ be some partitions. Then 
s aijkikj < ‘Y v aij min(dj”‘, @)). 
i.i iT5 c 
Remark 4. In [9], Theorems A and B are extended to the case of graphs 
with edges-loops. It is clear from the proof that Theorem C and all further 
results hold for them as well. 
Remark 5. As mentioned in the introduction, 
m”(S,q)=q’“+a,q’~-’ + a.. +ar, for aEd+, 
where a, E Z and are independent of q. It is conceivable that !E&(S, 0) 
admits a decomposition into cells isomorphic to affine spaces so that ai is 
the number of cells of dimension c(= - i. 
Now we turn to the proof of Proposition l(b). 
LEMMA 3. Let u E G” be a unipotent element. Then in any neighborhood 
of u there exists a semisimple element s such that dim(!UY)” = dim(Ill2”)“. 
Proof: Let u = (ul,..., u,) mod C, where u, E GL,, is a unipotent element 
corresponding to a partition of k, and let di*) > di*) > . . . be the conjugate 
partition of k,. It follows from the theory of sheets in GL, (see, e.g., [ 141) 
that given a neighbourhood T of u there exists a sequence A,, A,,... E F\O 
and a semisimple element s = (si ,..., s,) mod C in T, such that I, with 
multiplicity dir), r = 1, 2 ,..., are all eigenvalues of si, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. But 
dim(9JI”)s = xi+, Ck ~~“‘~~::“’ = dim(9JY)U by formula (7). 
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Proof of Proposition l(b). Given a vector space !UI over F, denote by 
(End %I), the variety of endomorphisms of YJI of rank k, and set Tk = 
((A, v) E (End 9JI), x !JJl 1 A(v) = O}; then the projection on the first factor 
defines a locally trivial vector bundle T, + (End !JJl), . 
By Lemma 3, this remark implies that in any neighbourhood of U E 9Jla, 
such that (G”), contains a non-trivial unipotent element, there exists U’ such 
that (G”),, contains a non-trivial semisimple element, completing the proof. 
4 
From now on we assume that the ground field IF is algebraically closed. 
Recall (see [ 1, p. 851) that for any a E r+ there exists a unique decom- 
position 
a=pi+ *-. +Pk, where PiEd+, 
such that the set {U E YJlma(S, J2) 1 U= Of=, Vi, Ui indecomposable and 
dim Ui =pi} is open and dense in YJY(S, Q). This decomposition is called 
canonical. We denote the intersection of the above set with YJI: by !BI&. The 
existence of the canonical decomposition (the uniqueness is clear) follows 
from the obvious fact that for a linear representation of an algebraic group G 
in a vector space V there exists only a finite number of conjugacy classes of 
maximal tori of the stabilisers G,, x E: I/. A representation U E 9JIz0 is called 
a represertation in general position. 
We call a E r+ a Schur root if there exists a Schur representation of 
dimension a (then the whole open sheet !lJIt consists of Schur represen- 
tations). 
From Proposition 1 it is clear that a = a is the canonical decomposition of 
a E r+ if and only if a is a Schur root, and that all the summands in the 
canonical decomposition of any a E T+ are Schur roots. Moreover, it is clear 
that any subsum of the canonical decomposition is also the canonical 
decomposition of the corresponding vector. 
In order to study the properties of the canonical decomposition we need 
some results of Ringel. Introduce the matrix R = (r,), setting rii = 1 (minus 
number of loops in pi, if we admit them) and rij = --I(1 E S, 1 i(f) = i, 
f(l) = j}] for i #j. Sometimes we will write R, instead of R in order to 
emphasize the dependence of R on the orientation 0 of the graph S. Note 
that thr Cartan matrix of S equals to R + ‘R. The matrix R defines a (non- 
symmetric) bilinear form on r by R(a,, aj) = rij. Note that (a, p) = 
f (R (a, /3) + R (8, a)); in particular, R(a, a) = (a, a). 
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LEMMA 4. (a) [2] Let U and V be representations of (S, a) of 
dimensions a and /I, respectively. Then 
dim Hom(U, V) - dim Ext(U, V) = R(a,p). (9) 
(b) [6] Let UE!UI;. Then for any decomposition U = U’ 0 U” one 
has Ext(U’, U”) = 0. 
Note that (9) together with (1) gives 
dim %V(S, ~2) - dim G” - U = dim Ext(U, U) (10) 
for any U E 9JInu(S, Q) (see [6]). 
Now we can prove the following useful proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. (a) For a E I’+ the decomposition a = C/Ii is the 
canonical decomposition if and only if all pi are Schur roots and there exist 
representations Ui E !I@ such that Ext(U,, Uj) = 0 for i # j. Moreover, one 
has @ Vi E %I&,. 
(b) For the canonical decomposition one has R (pi, pi) > 0 if i # j. 
(c) Let U = U’ @ U”, where dim U = a, dim U’ = p, dim u” = y. 
Then U E 9JI& ifand only ifExt(U’, U”) = 0 and U’ E YJI{,, U” E YJI&,. 
Proof. One implication in (a) follows from Lemma 4(b). To prove the 
other one, let U = ai Ui, Ui E W$. Then by (lo), dim W* - dim G” . U = 
dim Ext(U, U) = xi dim Ext(U,, Vi) = (by Lemma 4a)) = xi (1 - vi, pi)). 
But the set of orbits in YlJI$ depends on 1 - vi, /3,) parameters. Hence the 
union of G”-orbits constructed above contains a denseopen set in YJI”. This 
implies that a = 2 pi is the canonical decomposition and that oi Ui E ‘B&. 
To prove (b), take a representation in general position U E 9JI&. Then 
U = @ Ui, where dim Vi = pi. By Lemma 4(b), Ext(U,, Uj) = 0 for i # j. By 
Lemma 4(a), this gives that R(J3,, /Ij) > 0 for i # j. 
Part (c) is easily deduced from (a) and Lemma 4. 
Knowing the canonical decomposition of a, we can determine the 
dimension of an orbit from the open sheet and the structure of the stabilizer 
of a point in general position for the action of the group G” in the space 
!W(S, 0). 
PP.OPOSITION 4. Let a E I-+ and c! =/I, + ... +Pk be the canonical 
decomposition of a. Then 
(a) For U E W; the codimension of the orbit G" * U i.e., tr deg 
F(m”)Gu is equal t0 Cf=, (1 - vi) pi)). 
(b) Let t, ,..., s t be the number of appearances of distinct real roots in 
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the canonical decomposition of a and let t be the number of imaginary roots 
in it. Then the semisimple part of the ring End U of a representation 
U E IDZ,, is Mat,, x . . . x MattS x F’-‘. 
(c) tr deg IF(‘zUI~)(~~~~” = xi (l-(jIi,Pi))+]suppa]-s-r, where r 
is the dimension of the linear span of all imaginary roots among pi)s. 
(d) There exists a dense open subset in 9JImn, consisting of closed 
(G”, G”)-orbits if and only if R (/Ii, pj) = 0 whenever Pi # pj. 
ProoJ: It is sufftcient o prove (a) for U = ai Vi, where Ui E 9-R?. But 
then dim Hom(Ui, Ui) = 1. Hence, applying (lo), Lemma 4(b) and (9), we 
obtain dim G” . U = dim Ext(U, U) = Ci dim Ext(U,, Vi) = Ci (dim Horn 
(ui> ui) - G(li7Pi)) = Ci C1 - Vi,Bi)>* 
To prove (b) we choose U of the form U = @f= 1 Vi, where the UI)s 
having the same imaginary dimension are non-isomorphic. Then the 
reductive part of End U is as described above (c) follows from (b). 
To prove (d) recall that, by [ 151, a “generic” orbit of a linear semisimple 
group is closed if and only if the stabilizer of a “generic” point is reductive. 
In our situation this is equivalent o saying that 9JY contains a dense open 
set of elements with a semisimple endomorphism ring. By (b) this is 
equivalent o the equality 
k s 
l-R(a,a)= 7 (l-R~,,Pi))-(t-‘)-~~,t:. 
i=l 
But this is equivalent to C Rvi, 13,) = 0, where the sum is taken over all 
pairs of distinct /3/s (we use here that (/?,/I) = 1 for p E AT). Now (c) 
follows from Proposition 3(b). A special case of (c) for finite and tame 
graphs appears in [ 191. 
Remark 6. Note that @I, y) < 0 for any /I, y E A’,m. Indeed, one can 
assume that p E M, and then this is clear. By Proposition 3(b) it follows that 
in the canonical decomposition, R (/I,, /I,) = 0, i # j, whenever pi, /I1 E AiF. 
We obtain the following application of Proposition 4(a) to the theory of 
prehomogeneous vector spaces. 
COROLLARY 1. G” has an open orbit in W”(S, a) if and only if all the 
roots appearing in the canonical decomposition of a are real. The stabilizer 
of this orbit is reductive if and only if R C/I,, pi) = 0 whenever /Ii # pi. 
Proposition 4(b) implies another corollary which is useful in dealing with 
semiinvariants. 
COROLLARY 2. Let a = C pi be the canonical decomposition of a. Let s 
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and r be the number of distinct real roots and the dimension of the linear 
span of all imaginary roots, respectively, in this decomposition. Then 
trdegF(!UI ) a ““*‘a) = x (1 - (/I,, pi)) + #(supp a) - s - r. (11) 
Note that if G” has a dense orbit G” . U c 9JIna, then (11) gives 
‘,Jm”/(G*, G”) N If#(SuPP@-S, 
where s is the number of distinct indecomposable summands in U. This 
formula was obtained by Happel [ 191 for finite and tame type graphs. 
Now we shall describe the rational invariants and polynomial semi- 
invariants of the linear group G”, operating in the space !UY(S, a), in terms 
of those for the Schur roots in the canonical decomposition a = /?, + ... + Pk. 
Let pi = Ci mijai; fix decompositions ffki = oj F”“j. This gives us 
inclusions oj 9J14j(S, Q) c !IJY(S, 0) and m Gbj c G”. Note that 
(@j!U14j)n!IR&#0; t k a e an element U from this intersection. Set T = 
ni diag@i~Z,,,,..., kikZmiJ, where n,*, Aij # 0. Then T is a maximal torus of 
the stabilizer G”,, the centralizer of T in G” being equal to n Gb, which we 
denote by C(T). 
In order to describe the normalizer N(T) of T in G”, remark that if 
mi, = m, for some r # t, then we have an involution ui(r, t) of the space 
aj W*j, which permutes Fmir and Fmir. Denote by C, the group generated by 
all these involutions. Then N(T) = C(T) XI ,IY=. Note that the group z;, 
operates on YJV, preserving the subspace oj %X45. 
Similarly, for the commutator group (G”, G”) the subgroup T, = {t E T 1 
flj L, = 1 } is a maximal torus of the stabilizer of U. The centralizer of T, in 
(G”, Ga) is C(T,) = TO . flj (G4j, G@), where TO = Tn (G”, G*), and its 
normalizer is N(T,) = C(T,) ~1 C,. 
We denote by Rat, the field of rational functions on the space !JJIa and by 
Pol, the ring of polynomials on ID1”. As usual, for a group G operating on V 
we denote by p the fixed-point set. 
Now we can state our next 
PROPOSITION 5. Let a E r+, let (S, Q) be an oriented graph and let 
a = xi/I be the canonical decomposition of a. Then 
(a) Rat:” = (oi Rat$!)““. 
(b) polfa9G”) = (ai pol~Bi~~bi))~O~~~~ 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.5(a) and (b) of [ 11. 
Remark 7. Proposition 5 reduces the problem of computing rational 
invariants and polynomial semi-invariants to that for the Schur roots. The 
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latter problem seems hopeless in general. However, if G* has a dense orbit in 
YJI”, one can apply Proposition 3.4 from [ 111. This takes place for real 
Schur roots, and gives a complete solution of the computation of semi- 
invariants for any finite type oriented graph. Note that the rational invariants 
for a tame graph were computed in 161. 
Remark 8. Lemma 4(b) (together with 4(a) and Remark 2) immediately 
implies Theorems A(e) and B(d). Its proof in [6] also implies that for 
a E M\(nil-roots) any representation over F, with minimal possible 
endomorphism ring is indecomposable (and is absolutely indecomposable if 
a is not divisible [ 1 I). This implies that for any a E A+ there exists an 
indecomposable representation over IF, of dimension a. 
5 
Of course, the results of Section 4 are of little use if we do not know a 
purely combinatorial description of the canonical decomposition. 
The goal of this section is to suggest a descrip,ion of the set of Schur roots 
and of the canonical decomposition entirely in terms of the bilinear form R. 
Unfortunately, most of these suggestions are still conjectures. I provide only 
some evidence that these conjectures are correct. 
DEFINITION. We say inductively on the height that a E r+ is indecom- 
posable if it cannot be represented in the form a = y, + ... + ys such that 
s > 1, yi E r+ and are indecomposable, and R(yi, yj) > 0 for i # j. Simple 
roots a, ,..., a,, are indecomposable by definition. 
Another version of this definition is suggested in [3]. We call a E T+ 
quasi-indecomposable if it cannot be represented in the form a =/I + y, where 
A Y E r+ and RCa, r> > 0, R(Y, P) > 0. 
Denote by A s+chur(S, Q), AFd(S, Q), A‘fnd(S, Q) the sets of all Schur roots, 
indecomposable and quasi-indecomposable vectors, respectively. As before, 
we shall often write As+chur, A’;“d, ATnd, dropping (S, Q). Set M’ = 
M\(divisible nil-roots). Set a = {a E A+ / for any ,8 E As+chur n AT, such that 
a-PEr,, either R(a, /3) < 0 or R@, a) < 0}, and let M’ = a(divisible nil- 
roots). 
PROPOSITION 6. (a) Aynd c Ayd. 
(b) hi’ c Aqtind c fi’ c AThuT 
(c) IfA:fhur c Ayd, then Ayhur = ATd. 
(d) IfAS,ChU’ c Aq;lnd, then Ayhur = A’:d = Aq;lnd = n;il. 
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Proof: Part (a) is obvious. Part (c) follows from Proposition 3(b). The 
first inclusion of (b) follows from Remark 2. The second inclusion of (b) is 
clear: if a 6G fi, then R(a, p) > 0 and R@, a) > 0 for some p E A + and hence 
a = (a -- /3) + /I is a “quasidecomposition” of a. In order to prove the third 
inclusion, we need the following 
LEMMA 5. Let a E A+ be such that 
(9 a is not a nil-root; 
(ii) a=/3, + ..a +P,, where s > 1, pi are positive roots and 
@i,Pj)>Ofor ifj; 
then one of the pi is a real root. 
Proof: Suppose the contrary-all /Ii are imaginary roots. Then, applying 
the Weyl group W, we can assume that /I, E M. Then, clearly, @, , a,) = 0 
whenever the vertex pS lies in the support of /Ij, j > 1. Since the support of a 
is connected, this implies that the support of /Ij lies in the support of /I,. If 
for some j this inclusion is proper, applying the Weyl group, we obtain that 
wdo,) E M for some w E W, which is expressed only in terms of ri such that 
pi E support /Ii. However, the support of wCa,> does not contain the support 
of WV,). As we saw, this is impossible; hence the supports of all pi coincide, 
and we can assume that they are equal to S. But then @I,, aj) = 0 for any j. 
Hence /I1 is a nil-root. Similarly, we obtain that all other pi are nil-roots. 
Hence a is a nil-root-a contradiction. 
End of the Proof of Proposition 6. Let a G! Ayhur. Then by Lemma 5, in 
the canonical decomposition a =pi + ... +/I,, one of the roots, say, p,, is a 
real Schur root. But then R(a, pi) > 0, R@, , a) > 0, by Proposition 3(b); 
hence a @J ii?‘, which proves (b). 
Finally, we prove (d). By (b), Aq+ind =Ayhur. If a is not a Schur root, then 
a =/3, + . . . +/3,, where /Ii E AS+eh”’ and hence pi E ATnd c A’:d and s > 1, 
i.e., a @ A2d. This together with (b) proves (d). 
Now, it is natural to make our first main conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 1. A~hUr=A'fnd=A~d=fir. 
Due to Proposition 6(f) it is sufficient to prove that AyhU’ c Aynd. Note 
that from Conjecture 1 we get the following simple inductive description of 
the set of Schur roots: Ayhur = {a E A+ 1 for any /3E A’fnd such that 
a - /I E r+ and (/I, /I) = 1, either R(a, p) < 0 or R@ a) < O}\(divisible nil- 
roots}. 
Below we prove, under some restrictions, that Ayhur = AFd. First let us 
make some remarks. 
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Remark 9. If pi is an admissible vertex, then Ro(a,B) = 
Ri&r,(a), r&J?)). This follows from (9) by the reflection functor, or can be 
checked directly. Hence, if a = /I, + . +a +/I, is the canonical decomposition 
of a for the graph (S, Q), such that /Ij# ai for all j, then r,(a) = 
r#,) + a.. + r,(‘J,) is the canonical decomposition of ri(a) for the graph 
(S, r;.(Q)), provided that pi is an admissible vertex. 
The following is called an admissible (resp. quasiadmissible) operation 
[ 11. Take a E r+ and an admissible vertex pi for the support S’ c S of a 
such that ri(a) E r+ , * let S” be the support of ri(a). Replace a by r,(a) and 
(S, 0) by (S, ?#2)) (resp. (S’, s2) by (S”, fi(Q)). It is clear that the set of 
Schur roots is “invariant” with respect o admissible operations, and that if 
a E A? can be transformed into a simple root by admissible operations, then 
a is (quasi) indecomposable. The converse is not true. Here is the simplest 
example, found by B. Katz on the computer. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the following oriented graph: d 2 6 + d. Then 
a = 6a, + 9a, + a3 is an indecomposable real root, which cannot be 
transformed by (quasi)admissible operations into a simple root. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (S, ~2) be an oriented graph and let a E As+chur. 
Suppose that any real indecomposable (or resp. Schur) root p, such that 
a -p ~2 P+ and R(a,P) > 1, can be transformed into a simple root by 
admissible operations. Then a E A’:d. 
Proof: We prove the proposition by induction on the height a. Let 
aEAFd and let a = /I, + . . . +/I, be the canonical decomposition of a with 
s> 1. ThenPiEA”,ch”‘, and by the inductive assumption, pi E A;d. The same 
argument as that in the proof of Proposition 3(b) shows that RGBi, /3,) > 0 
for i#j. Hence a is decomposable, which is a contradiction. 
Let now a E As+fhur and suppose that a = y1 + ..a + y, is a decomposition 
of a with s > 1. Then, by the inductive assumption, yi E AS+fh”’ c A+. Due to 
Rermark 1, we can assume that a is not a nil-root. Now, by Lemma 4 and 
Remark 9 we can assume that yi is a simple root. We have R(a, ri) > 0 and 
R(y,, a) > 0 since (ri, y,) = 1. Hence, by Lemma 3(a), Hom(U, U,) # 0 and 
Hom(U, , U) # 0 for any representation of U of dimension a and U, of 
dimension yi. So, we have non-zero homomorphisms U+* U, --+O U. Since 
the representation U, is simple, this gives a non-trivial endomorphism w . $ 
of U. Hence for any U of dimension a, Hom(U, U) is non-trivial and a is not 
a Schur root. 
CONJECTURE (R. Gross). Suppose that the matrix R = (rij) satisfies 
rij = 0 implies rji = 0. (11) 
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Then 
fenA’fnd=n. + 
Remark that this conjecture holds for a symmetric matrix R. In this case 
A‘fnd = M’ Ul7. The argument at the end of the proof of Proposition 7 
shows that A ynd = AS+‘“‘. Proposition 7 now implies that also Ayd = AS+Ch”‘. 
The latter argument also shows that this conjecture implies Conjecture 1 for 
the oriented graphs satisfying (11). 
Now, we are arriving at our next 
DEFINITION. Let a E I-+. We call the decomposition a = y, + **. + yI, 
where yi E I-+, naturczl if it satisfies the properties 
(Nl) R(yi,yj)>O if i#j; 
(N2) yi E AFd; 
(N3) the number ,FI (1 - (yi, yJ) is maximal among the decom- 
positions satisfying (Nl) and (N2). 
Our next main conjecture is 
CONJECTURE 2. A natural decomposition of a E r+ coincides with its 
canonical decomposition. 
In particular, the conjecture claims the uniqueness of the natural decom- 
position (the existence is clear). I do not know how to prove even this in 
general. Note also that the canonical decomposition satisfies (Nl) by 
Proposition 3(b); it satisfies (N2) is Conjecture 1 is true. I do not know how 
to prove that it satisfies (N3). However, I believe that if (S, Q) does not have 
oriented cycles, then a decomposition is uniquely defined by (Nl) and (N2). 
If it is true, then Conjecture 2 would follows from Conjecture 1 in the case 
when (S, 0) has no oriented cycles. 
Remark 10. One can suggest another version of the definition of a 
natural decomposition, which seems to be equivalent. We replace (N2) and 
(N3) by (N2’) the number xi (1 - (ri, ri)) is maximal among all decom- 
positions satisfying (N 1). 
The following example shows that condition (N3) cannot be dropped. 
EXAMPLE 3 (Ch. Riedtmann). Consider the oriented cycle 
20+03 
T 1. 
IOCO4 
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Set 6=al+a,+a,+a4, y,=6-a,, y2=&aj, a=6+a2ta4. Then 
the latter is the canonical decomposition of a, which satisfies all (Nl)-(N3). 
On the other hand, one has a = y1 t y2. This decomposition satisfies (Nl) 
and (N2), but not (N3). 
6 
In this section we consider some examples, which give more evidence for 
Conjectures 1 and 2. 
(a) (S, Q) is an oriented graph of finite (positive) type. Then the Tits 
form ( , ) is positive definite and A+ = {a E T+ 1 (a, a) = 1 } (see, e.g., [ 1, 
Proposition 1.6(b)], and therefore A+ c Atnd. Indeed, if a E A+, a = j3 + y, 
wherep,yEr+,R~,y)~O,R(y,S)~O,then 
Hence Conjecture 1 holds in this case. Conjecture 2 is easily obtained by 
making use of the Coxeter functor [lo]. Note that the equality A + = Aqtind 
and Conjecture 2 for finite type graphs follows from [3]. A nice explicit 
description of the canonical decomposition for A, is given in [20]. 
(b) (S, Q) is an oriented graph of tame (zero) type (we include oriented 
cycles). Then the Tits form ( , ) is positive semidefinite and its kernel is 
generated by the unique non-divisible nil-root 6. Furthermore, AT = {a E T+ 1 
$~yl==&l,(see L P roposition 1.6(b)]) and A'," = (6, 26,...}. By Remark 1, 
+ t =AynAfnd= (6). Set 
A +,o={aEA+/R(6,a)=0 d an a is of minimal height in (a t Z6) n I’+ ), 
A +,1= bEA+ IR(4a)#O}. 
The number R(6, a) is nothing else but the defect of a (cf. [5, 12])! This is 
identically zero if and only if (S, 0) is an oriented cycle. 
The same argument as in (a) shows that (A + ,0 U A +, i) c A'fnd. In order to 
prove Conjecture 1 we only have to show that if a =/I + 6, where a, /I E Ay 
and R@, 6) = 0, then a & A S+ChU'. But it follows from [5] that for represen- 
tations U E !IlI&,(S, Q) and VE W&(S, a) one has Ext(U, v) = 0 = 
Ext(V, U), which, by Proposition 3, gives that a 6? As+chur. So, we obtain that 
ASChU’=Aq;lnd=Ai:d=M’=A+,OuA+ ,, + 
As for Conjecture 2, consider first the case R(6, a) = 0. Then, using results 
of [S] and Proposition 3, it is not difficult to show that both the canonical 
and a natural decomposition have the form 
a=kd+P, + a.- t/3,, 
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where /II are real Schur roots and k is maximal possible. Using the tables 
from [5] one can shows that Conjecture 2 holds. The case R(6, a) # 0 is 
easily reduced to the previous case by induction on height a using the 
Coxeter fuctor. So, Conjecture 2 holds for any tame oriented graph. 
Remark, finally, that the canonical decomposition of the roots with zero 
defect is a = a, + 6 + e-e + 6, where a0 is the root of smallest height in 
(a + &3)nr+. 
(c) (S, a) is a wild oriented graph of rank 2, so that R = ( lb ;“), 
where a > b > 0 and a + b > 2. Then one may distinguish two cases. 
(i) b = 0. Then dyhur = A + [ 1 ] and the canonical decomposition is 
described by Theorem 4 from [ 11. 
(ii) b > 1. Then it is easy to see that 
Aind=Aq+ind=fi= (k + l~,+k2~2(~~1k2~kl~~k2JU{~l,~2J, 
and that a natural decomposition of a = k, a, + kca2 has the form 
a = (k, - ak,) a1 + (uk,a, + k,a,) if k, >ak,, 
a = (k, - ak,) a2 + (k, a, + ak,a,) if k, < ak,. 
In both cases (i) and (ii) the assumption of Proposition 6 is satisfied and 
therefore, Ayh”’ = A;d = ATnd = A?. It is also easy to show that there exists 
a unique decomposition satisfying (Nl) and (N2), and therefore it coincides 
with the canonical decomposition. 
The description of AS+fh”’ in Example (c)(ii) has been obtained earlier in 
[71* 
(d) Consider the problem of classification of quintuples of subspaces of 
dimensions k, ,..., k, in the vector space of dimension k,. This is essentially 
the problem of classification of representations of the graph 
6 ii 8 
UJ 
10-+0+05, 
0 
which is a wild (hyperbolic) graph. We can assume that a = (k, ; k, , k,, k,, 
k,, k,) satisfies k, > k > k > k > k > k > 0. One has I/ 2/ 30 4/ 5 
R(a,a’)= i k,k;-k; i ki. 
i=O i=l 
By Theorems B and C and Proposition 1.6 from [ 1 ] we have (i) any quin- 
tuple of subspaces is decomposable if and only if R(a, a) > 1; (ii) there 
481/78/l-11 
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exists a unique, up to equivalence, quintuple if and only if R(a, a) = 1; (iii) if 
R(a, a) < 0, then the set of equivalence classes of indecomposable quintuples 
depends on 1 - R(a, a) parameters. 
Using some computer calculations made by B. Katz, I found that in the 3- 
dimensional space a quintuple of subspaces in general position is always 
indecomposable (and hence is a Schur quintuple), and in the 4-dimensional 
space there are four cases when this fails. In all these cases there are 
indecomposable representations but they are not “generic.” The 
corresponding canonical decompositions are 
(4; 3, 3, 1, 1, 1) = (3; 29.2, 1, 1, 1) + (1; 1, 1, a 0, 01, 
(4; 3, 3, 3, 1, l)= (3; 2, 2, 2, 1, 1) + (1; 1, 1, 1, 0, O), 
(4; 3, 2, 1, 1, l)= (3; 2, 1, 1, 1, 1) + (1; 1, 1, 0, 0, O), 
(4; 3, 3, 3, 2, l)= (3; 2, 2, 2, 2, 1) + (1; 1, 1, 1, 0, 0). 
Remark also that Examples (a) and (b) show that any triple of subspaces 
(this is a finite type graph case) in the 3-dimensional space is decomposable 
and any generic quadruple of subspaces (this is a tame graph case) in the 3- 
dimensional space is indecomposable xcept for the case 
(3; 2, 2, 1, l)= (2; 1, 1, 1, 1>+ (1; 1, 1, 0, 0). 
7. APPENDIX: ON THE JORDAN-GA-IT-VINIBERGHI DECOMPOSITION 
Let G be a linear reductive algebraic group operating on a vector space V. 
Following Gatti and Viniberghi [ 161, we introduce the following ditinitions. 
An element x E V is called semisimple (resp. nilpotent) with respect o G if 
the orbit G . x is closed (resp. G . x 3 0). We say that x=x, + x, is a 
Jordan decomposition of x E V if x, is a semisimple lement with respect o 
G, and x, is a nilpotent element with respect o GxS and G, = GxS n GXR. 
It is clear that for the adjoint representation of G there exists a unique 
Jordan-Gatti-Viniberghi decomposition, which coincides with the classical 
Jordan decomposition. On the other hand, according to Artin’s theory [ 171, 
the situation for m-tuples of operators in a vector space U with the usual 
action of GL(u) is as follows. Denote by alg(A i ,..., A,) the associative 
algebra (without the unit element) in End V generated by the operators 
A ,,..., A,. Then an m-tuple (A 1 ,..., A,) is semisimple (resp. nilpotent) with 
respect to GL(U) if and only if alg(A, ,..., A,) is a semisimple (resp. 
nilpotent) associative algebra. Now, it is clear that, given a choice of a 
semisimple subalgebra, complementary to the nil-radical in alg(A i ,..., A,,,), 
one obtains a Jordan decomposition of the m-tuple (A,,..., A,) (and it should 
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not be difficult to show that these are all Jordan decompositions). So, the 
Jordan decomposition is not unique for m > 1. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be a linear reductive algebraic group over a fierd F 
of characteristic 0, operating on a vector space V. Then for any x E V there 
exists a Jordan decomposition. 
ProoJ: This is an easy application of the Luna slice theorem (see [ 181). 
Denote by F the closed G-orbit in G . X. Take a point y E F and choose a 
G,-invariant complementary subspace V, to the tangent space to F in y (this 
is possible since G, is reductive). Set N = G . x r7 (y + V,). Then N is a 
closed G,-subvariety in the variety of the nilpotent elements of G, in V, and 
the G-variety G . x is isomorphic to the fiber bundle G X ‘yN, so that F is 
identified with the zero section. Hence we can choose a point x, E F such 
that the fiber over x, contains x and G . x 3 x,. It is clear that setting x, = 
x - x,, we obtain a Jordan decomposit?on x = x, + x,. 
Now, we turn to an oriented graph (S, 0). We say that a representation 
U E 9Jla(S, 0) is semisimple (resp. nilpotent) if U is a semisimple (resp. 
nilpotent) element for the group (Cm, G”). (Note that any element of 9.V is 
nilpotent for the roup G” provided that (S, 0) has no oriented (cycles.) By 
the proposition we have a Jordan decomposition for any representation, 
which in a sense reduces the classification problem to the one of semisimple 
and nilpotent representations. It would be interesting to find a purely 
representation-theoretical definition of semisimple and nilpotent represen- 
tations in the spirit of Artin. 
It seems that in the case of finite and tame oriented graphs the Jordan 
decomposition is unique and a representation is semisimple if and only if its 
endomorphism ring is semisimple. 
Finally, remark that for a linear reductive connected algebraic group G, 
operating on a vector space V with a dense orbit, the ring R = F[ V]“*” is a 
polynomial ring. (Indeed, G is generated by (G, G) and a torus centralizing 
(G, G); hence R is generated by the semi-invariants of G in F[ V]; but taking 
a set of irreducible polynomials defining the irreducible components of V of 
codimension 1 in V gives an algebraically independent set of generators of 
the algebra spanned by all G-semi-invariants [21 I.) It follows that Po~~~“*~“’ 
is a polynomial ring whenever all the roots in the canonical decomposition of 
a are real. This holds for all a in the finite type case and for a of non-zero 
defect in the tame case. However, the example a = highest root of D, shows 
that the canonical map is not always equidimensional even in finite case, and 
a = 6 for 0:” shows that Po~~“*~“’ is not always a polynomial ring even in 
tame case. 
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